1) **PUBLICATION VERIFICATION**

**WAITING TO PUBLISH IN WOS/SCOPUS**

WAITING PUBLISH IN WOS/SCOPUS - ARTIKEL MASIH BELUM IDIINDEKS NAMUN JURNAL MASIH DIINDEKS DI WOS
PLEASE DO WEEKLY CHECK ON WEB OF SCIENCE (WOS). THE PAPER IS STILL NOT BEING INDEXED YET. WE WILL PROCEED ON VERIFICATION AFTER THE PAPER HAS BEEN LISTED IN WOS. THANK YOU.

=================================

WAITING PUBLISH IN WOS/SCOPUS - ARTIKEL MASIH BELUM IDIINDEKS DI WOS NAMUN SUDAH DIINDEKS DI SCOPUS.
PLEASE DO WEEKLY CHECK ON WEB OF SCIENCE (WOS). THE PAPER IS ALREADY INDEXED IN SCOPUS BUT IT IS STILL NOT BEING INDEXED YET IN WOS. WE WILL PROCEED ON VERIFICATION AFTER THE PAPER HAS BEEN LISTED IN WOS. THANK YOU.

=================================

WAITING PUBLISH IN WOS/SCOPUS - ARTIKEL MASIH BELUM INDEX DI SCOPUS NAMUN JURNAL MASIH DIINDEKS DI SCOPUS
WAITING PUBLISH IN WOS/SCOPUS - ARTICLE STILL NOT PUBLISH IN SCOPUS
PLEASE DO WEEKLY CHECK ON SCOPUS, THE PAPER IS STILL NOT BEING INDEXED YET. WE WILL PROCEED ON VERIFICATION AFTER THE PAPER HAS BEING LISTED IN SCOPUS. THANK YOU.
AMENDMENT

A) AUTHOR LIST

AMENDMENT - SALAH PILIH TYPE OF AUTHOR
PLEASE RECTIFY TYPE OF AUTHOR FOR ( ) TO (CORRESPONDING AUTHOR/UTM FIRST AUTHOR / CO-AUTHOR). THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - PEMOHON SALAH LETAK KATEGORI UNTUK AUTHOR LAIN
PLEASE RELOCATE ( ) TO (UTM STAFF/UTM STUDENT/OTHERS) IN THE AUTHOR LIST. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - AUTHOR LIST TIDAK LENGKAP
PLEASE COMPLETE THE AUTHOR LIST. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - PEMOHON TIDAK MENYENERAIKAN AUTHOR YANG SEPATUTNYA ADA DI DALAM SENARAI.
PLEASE ADD ( ) IN THE AUTHOR LIST. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - PEMOHON MENYENERAIKAN AUTHOR YANG SEPATUTNYA TIDAK ADA DI DALAM SENARAI.
WE FOUND THAT ( ) IS NOT ONE OF THE AUTHORS. PLEASE OMIT (.........). THANK YOU.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
B) ATTACHMENT

AMENDMENT - INCOMPLETE ATTACHMENT
PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH . THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – ADA PUBLISHED PAPER TETAPI BUKAN YANG TERKINI (DAN DATABASE JURNAL DIDAPATI TIDAK DILANGGAN UTM)
PLEASE UPLOAD PUBLISHED PAPER THAT CONTAINS EXACT VOLUME, ISSUE AND PAGE NUMBER AS IN PUBLICATION DETAILS. FOR INQUIRY/ASSISTANCE REGARDING ACQUISITION OF PUBLISHED FULLPAPER, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – SALAH ATTACH PUBLISHED PAPER/ PROOF OF PUBLICATION
PLEASE UPLOAD THE CORRECT FULL-TEXT ARTICLE AS ATTACHMENT FOR PUBLISHED PAPER / PROOF OF PUBLICATION. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – ATTACHMENT CORRUPT/ TIDAK DIBOLEH DIBUKA
THE ATTACHMENT FOR PROOF OF PUBLICATION / TABLE OF CONTENT / FRONT PAGE / IS CORRUPTED AND COULD NOT BE OPENED. PLEASE REUPLOAD IT. THANK YOU.

C) ATTACHMENT (UNTUK NON INDEXED JOURNAL)

AMENDMENT – INCORRECT TABLE OF CONTENTS
THE ATTACHMENT YOU HAVE SUBMITTED FOR TABLE OF CONTENTS IS INCORRECT. PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH CORRECT TABLE OF CONTENTS (VOLUME, ISSUE & PAGE OF THE ARTICLE ARE SHOWN), WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE WEBSITE OF THE JOURNAL OR FROM THE PRINTED COPY OF THE JOURNAL. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – INCORRECT JOURNAL FRONT PAGE
THE ATTACHMENT YOU HAVE SUBMITTED FOR JOURNAL FRONT PAGE IS INCORRECT. PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH CORRECT JOURNAL FRONT PAGE (ISSN OF THE JOURNAL IS SHOWN), WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE WEBSITE OF THE JOURNAL OR FROM THE PRINTED COPY OF THE JOURNAL. THANK YOU.
AMENDMENT - INCORRECT TABLE OF CONTENTS & JOURNAL FRONT PAGE
THE ATTACHMENT YOU HAVE SUBMITTED FOR TABLE OF CONTENT AND FRONT PAGE IS INCORRECT. PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH CORRECT JOURNAL FRONT PAGE (ISSN OF THE JOURNAL IS SHOWN), WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE WEBSITE OF THE JOURNAL OR FROM THE PRINTED COPY OF THE JOURNAL. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – NO TABLE OF CONTENTS
PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH TABLE OF CONTENTS (VOLUME, ISSUE & PAGE OF THE ARTICLE ARE SHOWN), WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE WEBSITE OF THE JOURNAL OR FROM THE PRINTED COPY OF THE JOURNAL. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - NO JOURNAL FRONT PAGE
PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH JOURNAL FRONT PAGE (ISSN OF THE JOURNAL IS SHOWN WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE WEBSITE OF THE JOURNAL OR FROM THE PRINTED COPY OF THE JOURNAL. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - NO TABLE OF CONTENTS & JOURNAL FRONT PAGE
PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH AND TABLE OF CONTENTS (VOLUME, ISSUE & PAGE OF THE ARTICLE IS SHOWN) AND JOURNAL FRONT PAGE (ISSN OF THE JOURNAL IS SHOWN), WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE WEBSITE OF THE JOURNAL OR FROM THE PRINTED COPY OF THE JOURNAL. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – NO FULL TEXT, TABLE OF CONTENTS & JOURNAL FRONT PAGE
PLEASE ATTACH ALL THE REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS : JOURNAL FRONT PAGE THAT SHOWS ISSN NUMBER, TABLE OF CONTENTS AND FINAL VERSION OF THE PUBLISHED PAPER WITH VOLUME, ISSUE AND PAGE NUMBER (IF ANY) , WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE WEBSITE OF THE JOURNAL OR FROM THE PRINTED COPY OF THE JOURNAL. THANK YOU.

D) ATTACHMENT (UNTUK OTHERS PUBLICATIONS)

AMENDMENT – PROCEEDINGS TIADA ISSN
PLEASE PROVIDE ISSN FOR THE PROCEEDINGS. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - INCOMPLETE ATTACHMENT / ATTACHMENT TIDAK LENGKAP
PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHMENT WITH . THANK YOU.
AMENDMENT – SALAH ATTACH PROOF OF PUBLICATION
PLEASE UPLOAD CORRECT ATTACHMENT FOR PROOF OF PUBLICATION. THANK YOU.

=======================================================================

AMENDMENT – ATTACHMENT CORRUPT/ TIDAK DIBOLEH DIBUKA
THE ATTACHMENT FOR (………..) IS CORRUPTED AND COULD NOT BE OPENED. PLEASE REUPLOAD IT. THANK YOU.
VERIFIED - [ARTICLE IN WOS (JOURNAL), ARTICLE IN SCOPUS (JOURNAL) DAN JOURNAL ARTICLE NON CITATION-INDEXED].

YOU MAY NOW PROCEED WITH INCENTIVE CLAIM APPLICATION. FOR GUIDELINES ON HOW TO REGISTER THE PAYMENT APPLICATION THROUGH UTMFIN WEBSITE, PLEASE REFER (UTMFIN MANUAL FOR PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM) ON new incentive claim tab. PLEASE ENSURE TO SELECT PAYER CODE (Q.J090000.23C1.00D22 - INSENTIF PENERBITAN PENYELIDIKAN). ALSO, PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO ATTACH THE UTMFIN E-FORM AND INSERT THE PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER ON THE CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. Thank you.

=================================================================================================

VERIFIED (BAGI PENERBITAN YANG ADA REKOD PERNAH MOHON CLAIM SECARA MANUAL)

PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT INCENTIVE CLAIM FOR THE PUBLICATION HAVE BEEN MADE (UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER ).
NOT Verification

NOT VERIFIED – WRONG TYPE OF PUBLICATION (REPORT, COMMENT, BOOK CHAPTER, ETC.)

VERIFICATION IS FOR PUBLISH ARTICLE NOT FOR COMMENT

NOT VERIFIED – TIADA UTM AFFILIATION PADA NAMA CORRESPONDING AUTHOR/ UTM FIRST AUTHOR

NO “UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA” AFFILIATION IS FOUND FROM THE ARTICLE. ONLY ARTICLE THAT HAS “UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA” AFFILIATION WILL BE VERIFIED.

NOT VERIFIED – JURNAL MASIH DIINDEKS OLEH SCOPUS TAPI TIADA REKOD PROCEEDINGS DIINDEKS DITEMUI

ALTHOUGH ( ) IS COVERED BY SCOPUS, WE COULD NOT FIND THE ARTICLE BEING INDEXED IN SCOPUS DATABASE. WE ARE SORRY TO INFORM YOU THAT THE ARTICLE IS NOT INDEXED IN SCOPUS. THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS OTHER PUBLICATIONS UNDER PROCEEDINGS CATEGORY.

NOT VERIFIED – JOURNAL ARTICLE TIDAK DIINDEKS DI WEB OF SCIENCE DAN SCOPUS

→ SILA UBAH KE JOURNAL ARTICLE NON CITATION-INDEXED

WE ARE SORRY TO INFORM YOU THAT THE ARTICLE IS NOT INDEXED NEITHER IN WEB OF SCIENCE NOR SCOPUS. THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS JOURNAL ARTICLE NON CITATION-INDEXED. THANK YOU.

NOT VERIFIED – BLACKLISTED JOURNAL

PURSUANT TO MYRA II GLOSSARY, PLEASE TAKE NOTE THAT THE JOURNAL IS NOT ACCEPTED BY MINISTRY OF EDUCATION MALAYSIA. FOR INQUIRY, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280. THANK YOU.
NOT VERIFIED - TIDAK LAGI DIINDEKS DI SCOPUS SEBAGAI JOURNAL ARTICLE
⇒ SILA UBAH KE NON INDEXED JOURNAL

SENARAI JURNAL YANG TERLIBAT:
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF BASIC AND APPLIED SCIENCES
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ADVANCEMENTS IN COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF DIGITAL CONTENT TECHNOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATIONS
JOURNAL OF CONVERGENCE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCES IN INFORMATION SCIENCES AND SERVICE SCIENCES
Journal OF BASIC AND APPLIED SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
JOURNAL OF APPLIED SCIENCES (ADDED 20/10/2014)

FOR YOUR INFORMATION, INDEXING DATABASE FOR THE JOURNAL IS NOT COVERED BY SCOPUS STARTING 20XX. WE ARE SORRY TO INFORM YOU THAT THE ARTICLE IS NOT INDEXED IN SCOPUS. THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS JOURNAL ARTICLE NON CITATION-INDEXED.

NOT VERIFIED - TIDAK LAGI DIINDEKS DI SCOPUS SEBAGAI CONFERENCE PAPER
⇒ SILA UBAH KE OTHER PUBLICATION - PROCEEDINGS

SENARAI JURNAL YANG TERLIBAT:
PROCEDIA ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
PROCEDIA - SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
PROCEDIA ENGINEERING

FOR YOUR INFORMATION, INDEXING DATABASE FOR ( ) IS CURRENTLY NOT COVERED BY SCOPUS. WE ARE SORRY TO INFORM YOU THAT THE ARTICLE IS NOT INDEXED IN SCOPUS. THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS OTHER PUBLICATIONS UNDER PROCEEDINGS CATEGORY.

****PROCEDIA - SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES diindeks kembali di WOS mulai 2014

NOT VERIFIED – REKOD JOURNAL ARTICLE NON CITATION-INDEXED MEMPUNYAI REKOD DI WEB OF SCIENCE
PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT THE PUBLICATION IS INDEXED IN WEB OF SCIENCE (WOS). THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS INDEXED PUBLICATIONS – ARTICLE IN WEB OF SCIENCE - JOURNAL. THANK YOU.
NOT VERIFIED – REKOD JOURNAL ARTICLE NON CITATION-INDEXED DIDAPATI MEMPUNYAI REKOD DI SCOPUS
PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT THE PUBLICATION IS INDEXED IN WEB OF SCOPUS. THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS INDEXED PUBLICATIONS – ARTICLE IN SCOPUS - JOURNAL. THANK YOU.

==================================================================

NOT VERIFIED – REKOD CONFERENCE PAPER/ PROCEEDINGS DIDAPATI MEMPUNYAI REKOD DI WEB OF SCIENCE
PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT THE PUBLICATION IS INDEXED IN WEB OF SCIENCE (WOS). THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS INDEXED PUBLICATIONS – ARTICLE IN WEB OF SCIENCE - PROCEEDINGS. THANK YOU.

==================================================================

NOT VERIFIED – REKOD CONFERENCE PAPER/ PROCEEDINGS DIDAPATI MEMPUNYAI REKOD DI SCOPUS
PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT THE PUBLICATION IS INDEXED IN WEB OF SCOPUS. THEREFORE, PLEASE RESUBMIT PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IN RADIS AS INDEXED PUBLICATIONS – ARTICLE IN WEB OF SCOPUS - PROCEEDINGS. THANK YOU.

==================================================================
2) INCENTIVE CLAIM APPROVAL

APPROVED

APPROVED – UTMFIN E-FORM DAN PAYMENT APPLICATION NO. ADALAH BETUL DAN MENEPATI KRITERIA
APPROVED.

____________________________

NOT APPROVED

NOT APPROVED – INCENTIVE CLAIM BAGI ARTIKEL YANG DIKLASIFIKASIKAN SEBAGAI PROSIDING

IN ACCORDANCE TO 2014 UTM PUBLICATION AND PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM POLICY, WE WOULD LIKE TO INFORM YOU THAT YOUR PUBLICATION IS FOUND TO BE CATEGORIZED AS PROCEEDINGS, WHICH IS NOT ENTITLED FOR PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM. THE UTMFIN APPLICATION FOR THE PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM WILL BE DELETED AND WE WILL RE-VERIFY THE PUBLICATION REGISTRATION TO ITS CORRECT CATEGORY. FOR INQUIRY, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE CAUSED.

NOT APPROVED – ADA REKOD PERNAH MOHON INSENTIF SEBELUM INI

WE HAVE FOUND THAT INCENTIVE CLAIM FOR THIS PUBLICATION Have BEEN MADE BEFORE (UTMFIN APPLICATION REFERENCE NO.:xxxxxxx). PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM CAN ONLY BE MADE ONCE FOR EACH PUBLICATION.

NOT VERIFIED - Publication 2013 dan 2014 dalamsatu UTMFIN yang sama.
WE FOUND THAT THE INCENTIVE CLAIM FOR 2013 PUBLICATIONs AND 2014 PUBLICATIONs IS LISTED IN Single UTMFin PAYMENT APPLICATION (9 Records). In accordance to the policy set by the bursary, utmfin PAYMENT APLICATION for each publication year SHOULD BE REGISTERED SEPARATELY. THEREFORE, PLEASE REGISTER NEW UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION FOR 201x publications (PBxxxxx, pbxxxxxx).
AMENDMENT (RETURN BY OFFICER)

AMENDMENT - SALAH CODE UTMFIN
THE PREVIOUS APPROVAL HAS BEEN REVERTED. WE FOUND THAT HE CODE NUMBER FOR UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION THAT YOU HAVE SUBMITTED IS INCORRECT. THEREFORE, PLEASE REGISTER NEW UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION FOR THE PUBLICATION. PLEASE ENSURE TO SELECT PAYER CODE (Q.J090000.23C1.00D22 - INSENTIF PENERBITAN PENYELIDIKAN). ALSO, PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO UPDATE THE UTMFIN E-FORM AND PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER ON THE CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. THANK YOU.

THE PREVIOUS APPROVAL STATUS HAS BEEN REVERTED DUE TO INCORRECT UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION CODE NUMBER. THEREFORE, PLEASE REGISTER NEW UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION FOR THE PUBLICATION. PLEASE ENSURE TO SELECT PAYER CODE (Q.J090000.23C1.00D22 - INSENTIF PENERBITAN PENYELIDIKAN). ALSO, PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO UPDATE THE UTMFIN E-FORM AND PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER ON THE CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – TIADA UTMFIN E-FORM
WE FOUND NO UTMFIN E-FORM ATTACHMENT TO VALIDATE THE PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER YOU HAVE INSERTED. PLEASE PROVIDE UTMFIN E-FORM FOR BT09J090000062014010636 ON CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - SALAH PAPARAN UTMFIN E-FORM
THE ATTACHMENT YOU HAVE UPLOADED IS NOT THE REQUIRED UTMFIN E-FORM. PLEASE REFER TO (UTMFIN MANUAL FOR PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM) IN NEW INCENTIVE CLAIM TAB. FROM YOUR UTMFIN VIEW PANEL FORxxxxxxxxxxxx, PLEASE CLICK CETAK/PRINT BUTTON TO OBTAIN THE UTMFIN E-FORM. PLEASE UPDATE ATTACHMENT WITH THE CORRECT UTMFIN E-FORM IN PDF FORMAT. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT - WOS 2014 [PERALIHAN POLISI – IF KEPADA QUARTILE]
THE CLAIM AMOUNT HAS BEEN CHANGED IN ACCORDANCE TO THE NEW QUARTILE RANKING-BASED REWARD SCHEME. THEREFORE, PLEASE REGISTER NEW UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION FOR THE PUBLICATION WITH REFERENCE TO THE NEW CLAIM AMOUNT DISPLAYED ON CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. DO NOT FORGET TO UPDATE THE UTMFIN E-FORM AND PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER ON THE CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. PLEASE ENSURE TO TICK THE BOX AND PRESS SUBMIT BUTTON FOR THE APPLICANT DECLARATION. THANK YOU.
Pursuant to 2014 UTM PUBLICATION INCENTIVE POLICY, THE CLAIM AMOUNT FOR 2014 scopus-indexed journal article is INCREASED from RM200.00 TO RM300.00. THEREFORE, PLEASE REGISTER NEW UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION FOR THE PUBLICATION WITH REFERENCE TO THE NEW CLAIM AMOUNT. Also, DO NOT FORGET TO UPDATE THE UTMFIN E-FORM AND PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER ON THE CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. PLEASE ENSURE TO TICK THE BOX AND PRESS SUBMIT BUTTON FOR THE APPLICANT DECLARATION. THANK YOU.
SPECIAL CASES/MISCELLANEOUS

VERIFIED – CORRESPONDING AUTHOR/UTM FIRST AUTHOR TUTOR
THE PUBLICATION REGISTRATION IS VERIFIED AS RECORD OF PUBLICATION FOR EACH UTM AUTHOR.
PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT CURRENTLY TUTOR IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM.
FOR INQUIRY, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280. THANK YOU.

AMENDMENT – REMARKS TAMBAHAN BAGI KES DUA CORRESPONDING AUTHOR STAF UTM
PLEASE TAKE NOTE THAT IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE UTM STAFF AS CORRESPONDING AUTHOR,
PRIORITY IS GIVEN TO THE FIRST UTM STAFF LISTED AS THE CORRESPONDING AUTHOR. FOR INQUIRY REGARDING THIS MATTER, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT.
30280.

AMENDMENT - All author affiliated with UTM but some author listed on others.
WE FOUND THAT ALL AUTHORS ARE AFFILIATED WITH UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA. PLEASE RELOCATE THE AUTHORS WITH RESPECT TO THEIR DESIGNATED CATEGORY (UTM STAFFS, UTM STUDENTS, RA/RO, POSTDOC, OTHERS). Thank you.

REVERT AND AMENDMENT - TIDAK TERPAPAR PERMOHONAN BAYARAN DI UTMFIN PANEL PSZ
THE APPROVAL STATUS HAS BEEN REVERTED. REGRETTABLY, PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER BT09J090000XXXX IS NOT FOUND IN OUR UTMFIN PANEL. THEREFORE, WE WOULD LIKELY TO REQUEST YOU TO REGISTER NEW UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION FOR PB/2014/XXXXX. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE. FOR INQUIRY, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280. THANK YOU.

REVERT AND AMENDMENT - DUPLIKASI UTMFIN INSENTIF PENERBITAN LAIN
THE PREVIOUS APPROVAL HAS BEEN REVERTED. (NO UTMFIN DUPLIKASI) HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR PB/2014/XXXXX INCENTIVE CLAIM. THEREFORE, PLEASE REGISTER NEW UTMFIN PAYMENT APPLICATION FOR THE INCENTIVE CLAIM OF THIS PUBLICATION. ALSO, PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO UPDATE THE UTMFIN E-FORM AND PAYMENT APPLICATION NUMBER ON THE CLAIM DETAILS SECTION. THANK YOU.
REVERT AND AMENDMENT - TAK TEKAN MOHON
THE PREVIOUS APPROVAL HAS BEEN REVERTED. WE COULD NOT FOUND ANY RECORD FOR PAYMENT APPLICATION BT09J090000102014018972. FROM YOUR UTMFIN PAYMENT HISTORY, PLEASE ENSURE TO PRESS "REQUEST/REGISTER" OR "MOHON/DAFTAR" BUTTON FOR XXXXX IN ORDER FOR US TO REVIEW THE UTMFIN E-FORM. FOR INQUIRY, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280. THANK YOU.

NOT VERIFIED - UTMFIN PROCEEDINGS – SYSTEM ERROR
PURSUANT TO UTM PUBLICATION & INCENTIVE PUBLICATION POLICY 2014, PUBLICATION INCENTIVE FOR INDEXED PROCEEDINGS/CONFERENCE PAPER IS NOT PROVIDED. FOR THIS PARTICULAR PUBLICATION RECORD, WE ENCOUNTERED UNEXPECTED SYSTEM TECHNICAL ERROR REGARDING INCENTIVE CLAIM APPLICATION. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE. FOR INQUIRY, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280.

NOT VERIFIED - UTMFIN PROCEEDINGS – KESILAPAN VERIFICATION
PURSUANT TO UTM PUBLICATION & INCENTIVE PUBLICATION POLICY 2014, PUBLICATION INCENTIVE FOR INDEXED PROCEEDINGS/CONFERENCE PAPER IS NOT PROVIDED. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE. FOR INQUIRY, KINDLY CONTACT LIBRARIAN-IN-CHARGE MR. MD RAZIB KARNO AT EXT. 30280.

============================================
SENARAI JOURNAL YANG UTM TIDAK LANGGAN DATABASE
⇒ AUTHOR KENA BELI UNTUK DAPATKAN FULL-TEXT

1) JOURNAL OF COMPUTATIONAL AND THEORETICAL NANOSCIENCE
2) JOURNAL OF BIOBASED MATERIALS AND BIOENERGY
3) BIOMED RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL
4) ADVANCED SCIENCE LETTERS
5) REVIEWS IN THEORETICAL SCIENCE
6) QUANTUM MATTER

LAST UPDATED: 19/05/2014

---------------------------------------------------

LIST OF PROCEEDINGS JOURNAL

PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT JOURNAL TITLE LISTED BELOW IS NOT ENTITLED FOR PUBLICATION INCENTIVE CLAIM IN RADIS:

1. ADVANCED MATERIAL RESEARCH
2. APPLIED MECHANICS AND MATERIALS
3. PROCEDIA ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
4. PROCEDIA - SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
5. PROCEDIA ENGINEERING
6. KEY ENGINEERING MATERIALS
7. LECTURE NOTES IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (INCLUDING SUBSERIES LECTURE NOTES IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LECTURE NOTES IN BIOINFORMATICS)
8. COMMUNICATIONS IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
9. INTERNATIONAL PROCEEDINGS OF ECONOMICS DEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH
10. RECENT TRENDS IN SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOUR SCIENCES
11. INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS AND MATERIALS
12. ADVANCES IN INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS AND COMPUTING
13. JOURNAL OF MODERN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
14. INTERNATIONAL PROCEEDINGS OF ECONOMICS DEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH
RUANGAN PINDAAN TEKS

(Sila copy paste teks dari senarai dan edit di sini sebelum digunakan untuk Remarks di RADIS.)